To: Champaign County courthouse
101 E main st, Urbana IL 61801
From: James F. Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E, ST. Joseph IL 61873
Dated: 5/ 11/18

RE: case number 2018 – TR – 5950
YOUR attempt to remove me from the tax case filing that has been
delivered to you; Is held as direct contempt for the law. 249 S. 2d 127, 128. I have
filed for a mandatory jury trial, declared “not guilty”/ and established cause,
which includes this is not a traffic court: but a governmental taxing authority
case, on a citizen. Your chosen removal of this case [as a result of a letter issued]
from a tax: clearly established by the price of a license plate registration/ to a
traffic violation. Stands as an extortion attempt by this courtroom against me. In
the form of $42.00, my time, potentially my insurance increase, and the threat of
a drivers license removal. For which my claim is INNOCENT on all charges. YOU,
have concocted an illegal course of action, for the purpose of inflicting tyranny
against me.
My ticket establishes in the lower left hand corner a checked box which
mandates court appearance. MY FILING establishes a mandated JURY TRIAL: to
determine if the DUTY TO DEFEND MY STATE AND MY NATION AND MY WORLD,
IS in fact a responsibility defined and demanded by the constitution of this USA,
and this state of IL. Because both state and federal courts have banded me from
filing another case for constitutional guaranteed rights: an illegal act in utter
contempt of democracy itself. Which does establish an insurgency against this
nation by those in the judiciary: jury trial will seek the mutuality of contractual
agreement that is “united by, constitutional law”. 286 N.W. 844,846, A REALITY of
obligations upon both parties in a democracy, because you are not the
government/ you are the employees of our constitutional contract as WE THE
PEOPLE who hired you. Whom you swore to uphold as sacred, the agreements we
made as both state and nation.282 P 2d 1084, 1088. As to treason against this
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people, let redress of grievances: A GUARANTEED LEGAL RIGHT afforded to every
citizen determine the outcome.
I DEMAND: not only my right to trial, regarding the validity of a
contractual constitutional legal right: to demand REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES as I
have described. Which you have instigated. I demand as well: The trial filed,
seeks three distinct things: to decide for ourselves, if our lives, our
earth, our everything will be gambled; even to the possibility of
extinction; AS IS BEING DONE, by the “university elite, and their
cohorts in government and media”. To decide for ourselves, if
leadership has kept its sworn oath to obey and keep constitutional rights
and values “pure enough” for our nation or state to be secure in our
democracy. To decide for ourselves, if there will be change, and to what
degree we will demand the authority to decide that, as a democracy for
ourselves. The right to tax is a constitutional contract/ the failure to uphold
that contract, is cause for refusal to pay the tax {a duty to confront
insurgency against our democracy, as is the initial outline of this previous
case file} : until the contract, as is the constitution; stands fulfilled, by our
employees. The constitution is OUR GOVERNMENT, not you. Which means
the failure to obey OUR GOVERNMENT, becomes treason.
Present to me: the time and date for trial, in tax court/ both state
and federal, as you have been informed/ that I have refused to file or pay
taxes AS A DUTY TO THIS STATE AND NATION. Since 2011. And you have
no legal option to deny that reality. WHICH CAN ONLY BE RESOLVED: BY
REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES both state and nation. To let this society decide
for itself: if our employees have kept their oath of office/ and should we
take control as owners of this democracy, to choose the future for
ourselves.
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